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Finished Look



1. Hair Brush
2. Hair Comb
3. Hair Ties 
4. Hairspray
5. Hair Gel
6. Bobby pins
7. Hair clips (recommended)
8. Toothbrush
9. Curling Wand/Iron (this is up to your 

preference)*
10. Hair net (recommended)

*I use a curling wand for my hair, but if you 
prefer to use a curling iron, or hair rollers you 
may do so. You can easily find tutorials on 
how to use them online.

Hair Tools



Important Note
Make sure that ALL of your hair ties 
and bobby pins match the color of 

your hair! We do not want to see any 
bright colors peeking out of your 

naturally colored hair.



Step 1: Preparation

Brush your hair with your hairbrush 
1. Make sure that you have no knots/tangles
2. Make sure to wet your hair a little with a spray 

bottle



1. Using a comb, split your hair in 
half down the center of your 
head. You should then have 2 
sections of hair. 

- Make sure the split of your 
hair follows all the way 
down to the back of your 
neck.

2. Taking one half of your hair, use 
a clip or hair tie to section it off 
and keep it out of the way.

Step 2: Split Hair



1. Start adding gel to your hair (at 
the roots) to reduce 
flyaways/baby hairs from 
standing up.

2. Using your comb again, part a 
small section of hair at the top of 
your head.

- This will be the beginning 
of your Dutch Braid.

Step 3: Gelling



- Spilt the section of hair into 3 
EQUAL parts

- Remember! This is a Dutch 
Braid!!! (it’s the braid that goes 
under not over)

Step 4: Start of Dutch Braid
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1. Cross the any strand under the middle strand

- My mom starts with the left strand so in the 
picture, it’s the left strand (1)

2. Then cross either the left/right (right strand in the 
picture) strand under the New Middle strand

- It is very important that you cross these 2 
strands under instead of over, or else you’ll 
end up with a French braid

This tutorial can help you understand the Dutch braid in more detail, 
but of course the placement will be different from our hair style, so 
only reference it for how to do the Dutch braid. Do not loosen 
your braid, we want to make ours as tight as possible!

Step 5: Braiding (1)
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https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Dutch-Braid


1. Add a thin section of hair from 
the left/bottom side before 
crossing it under the middle one

- Eventually add from the 
right/top side

- As you continue the 
Dutch braid, try to keep 
it ON TOP of your head 
not the side

- Add more gel as you go 
along

Step 6: Braiding (2)



1. Continue the braid until you 
reach the base of your neck, and 
tie it off with a hair tie the color 
of your hair

2. Taking a small strand of hair 
wrap it around the hair tie 
several times, covering up the 
hair tie

3. Pin it in place with as many 
bobby pins as needed

Step 7: Braiding (3)
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Repeat
Repeat steps 3-7 on the 

other side before moving on 
to curling your hair.



1. Section off your remaining hair so that you have a small section 
to start off with, and use clips to keep it out of the way
- Depending on how much hair you have, you may need to 

make multiple sections or only 1-2

Step 8: Sectioning



Preferences (1)
I prefer to use a curling wand, so this 

tutorial uses one. If you prefer a curling 
iron or hair curlers you may use those 
instead, but you may need to do a little 

more additional research.



Make sure to read the directions for your curling wand, taking all the 
precautions, and using the proper safety gear (heat gloves, stands, etc.). 
Determine what temperature is appropriate for your hair (depends on hair 
type and thickness), and set your tool to that temperature.

1. Spray your hair with heat protectant, and comb it through your hair, 
allowing it to dry in your hair

2. Taking a small section of hair, wrap it around the wand going 
downwards, while also angling the wand downwards

3. Keep the hair on the wand for 5-7 seconds, and then gently remove 
the hair from the wand, and cup it with your hand so that it does not 
fall yet

4. Then once it has cooled off a bit , take some hair spray and spray the 
curl in your hand

5. Release the curl slowly from your hand

Step 9: Curling (1)



Preferences (2)
Some prefer to pin each of these curls to their 

head with bobby pins, and then release them right 
before we have to perform. Personally, I think 

that method is time consuming to put in and take 
out, but you may do that instead if you wish, 

although I do not recommend it.



1. Continue curling the rest of your 
hair, going through each section 
until all the remaining hair is 
curled

- As you finish each section, 
unclip the hair you had 
sectioned off, making sure 
not to skimp on the hair 
spray

Step 10: Curling (2)



1. Spray all of your hair with hair spray once again, spot checking your fly aways 
with gel so that there aren’t any baby hairs sticking out

- Use a toothbrush (not being used for your teeth of course) to smooth 
out the very fine baby hairs

2. Using a hair net (I highly recommend using one), gather all of your curls and 
place the hair net over your head, pinning it into place with bobby pins all 
around your head

- You can use a scarf/cloth instead, and wrap it around your head and tie it, pinning it in place as 
best you can

- This is an alternative and will likely fall off once we start stretching, but it’s better 
than nothing. The point is that we want to keep the curls rolled up for as 
long as possible so that they don’t become loose before we perform.

Step 11: Finishing Up



Show Ready
You have now completed the show hair, 
and all I can say is make sure that you do 

not have any fly aways, and that your 
curls are secure until right before our 
performance. If you have any other 

questions, please do not be afraid to ask 
your fellow teammates for tips!


